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DFL Participants,
We'll begin Session III at 10:00 a.m. on Friday, February 17, but please log in early. The
Connect meeting room will be open by 9:30 a.m. and the conference call at 9:50 a.m.

Connect meeting room (for assistant call 785-532-6270)
http://connect.ksre.ksu.edu/ksreprodev
and conference call 866 620-7326 and PIN 9937154336
Suggestion--if you have a mute button on your phone I suggest that you use it instead of
the conference call provider command. If you don't have a mute button then the provider
command is your only choice. Here are the commands from the provider: *6 = mute, #6=
unmute.
Design for Learning, Session III will begin with Marie Blythe our facilitator for Session II. We
didn't quite get finished so will take the first 15-20 minutes to do that. She will do a brief
review of Selecting Teaching Tools from our last discussion and finish up with Creating
an Effective Learning Environment.
Paula Peters will join us to facilitate Organizing and Designing Content Using the Logic
Model. Here, again, is the assignment which is linked on the DFL Website:
http://www.ksre.ksu.edu/employee_resources/p.aspx?tabid=300
Read Unit 2 from Design for Learning - A Self Paced Guide
Read pages 109-111 from Mastering the Teaching of Adults
Review and understand the components of the Logic Model. A good way to do
that is to visit the University of Wisconsin Cooperative Extension Logic model
course that is on line at: http://www.uwex.edu/ces/lmcourse/
Draft two or three objectives for the lesson that you plan to deliver soon.
There is a PowerPoint handout linked on the website that you can print off prior to the
session starting.
While we were gathering for the previous session several of you received busy signals when

calling in. Thank-you for your persistence, you finally did connect. The company has been
notified of those challenges and our meeting schedule in case they choose to monitor. If you
have difficulty connecting to the conference call this week go ahead and join the
connect meeting room, send me a message in the chat box that includes your call
back telephone number. We have had relatively good experiences with our technology,
but there can be challenges and we'll try our best to keep those to a minimum.
Please let me know if you are not able to attend the session.
"See" you soon!
Margaret
-Margaret Phillips
Assistant Program Leader
K-State Research and Extension
126 Umberger
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785-532-1624

